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Advanced Computational
Neuroscience

Lecture 2a:

Hebbian Learning, Part 1



Basic Hebb-Rule:                                                 = µ ui v          µ << 1
dωi
dt

For Learning: One input, one output

An unsupervised learning rule:

A supervised learning rule (Delta Rule):

No input, No output, one Error Function Derivative,
where the error function compares input- with output-
examples.

A reinforcement learning rule (TD-learning):

One input, one output, one reward

ωi
t+1 = ωi

t + µ [rt+1 + γvt+1 - vt] ui
t

ωi
t+1 = ωi

t - µ
dEt

dωi
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Hebbian learning

A
B
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When an axon of cell A excites cell B and 
repeatedly or persistently takes part in firing it, 
some growth processes or metabolic change takes 
place in one or both cells so that A‘s efficiency ... is 
increased. 

Donald Hebb (1949)



Hebbian Learning

…Basic Hebb-Rule:                                                 

…correlates inputs with outputs by the…

= µ v u1 µ << 1
dω1

dt

vu1
ω1

Vector Notation following Dayan and Abbott:

Cell Activity:           v = w . u

This is a dot product, where w is a weight vector and u
the input vector. Strictly we need to assume that weight
changes are slow, otherwise this turns into a differential eq.



ω 1

X

x1
vΣ

= µ u1 v
dω1

dt

Hebbian Learning

u1



= µ v u1 µ << 1
dω1

dt
Single Input

= µ v u µ << 1
dw
dtMany Inputs

As  v  is a single output, it is scalar.

Averaging Inputs
= µ <v u>          µ << 1

dw
dt

We can just average over all input patterns and approximate the weight 
change by this. Remember, this assumes that weight changes are slow.

If we replace v with w . u we can write:

= µ Q . w where Q = <uu> is 
the input correlation
matrix

dw
dt

Note: Hebb yields an instable (always growing) weight vector!



Synaptic plasticity evoked artificially

Examples of Long term potentiation (LTP)
and long term depression (LTD).

LTP First demonstrated by Bliss and Lomo in 
1973. Since then induced in many different ways, 
usually in slice.

LTD, robustly shown by Dudek and Bear in 1992, 
in Hippocampal slice.







Artificially induced synaptic plasticity.

Presynaptic rate-based induction

Bear et. al. 94



Feldman, 2000

Depolarization based induction





AMPA: α-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic acid
NMDA: N-methyl-D-aspartate



LTP will lead to new synaptic contacts



Synaptic Plasticity:
Dudek and Bear, 1993

LTD
(Long-Term Depression)

LTP
(Long-Term
Potentiation)

LTD

LTP

100 Hz



Conventional LTP

Symmetrical Weight-change curve
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The temporal order of input and output does not play any role



Spike timing dependent plasticity - STDP

Markram et. al. 1997

+10 ms

-10 ms

Pre before Post: LTP

Post before Pre: LTD



Pre follows Post:
Long-term 
Depression

Pre

tPre

Post

tPost

Synaptic

change %

Spike Timing Dependent Plasticity: Temporal Hebbian Learning

Weight-change curve
(Bi&Poo, 2001)
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Pre precedes Post:
Long-term 

Potentiation



Different Learning Curves

(Note: X-axis is pre-post,
We will use: post - pre,
which seems more natural)



But how do we know that “synaptic 
plasticity” as observed on the cellular level 
has any connection to learning and memory?

What types of criterions can we use to answer 
this question? 

At this level we know much about the cellular 
and molecular basis of synaptic plasticity.



Synaptic Plasticity and Memory 
Hypothesis

'Activity-dependent synaptic plasticity is induced at appropriate
synapses during memory formation, and is both necessary and

sufficient for the information storage […].’
(Martin et al., 2000; Martin and Morris, 2002)

Synaptic PlasticityLearning

Cell AssemblyMemory James, 1890; Hebb, 1949



Assessment criterions for the synaptic hypothesis:
(From Martin and Morris 2002)

1. DETECTABILITY: If an animal displays memory 
of some previous experience (or has learnt a new 
task), a change in synaptic efficacy should be 
detectable somewhere in its nervous system.

2. MIMICRY: If it were possible to induce the 
appropriate pattern of synaptic weight changes 
artificially, the animal should display ‘apparent’ 
memory for some past experience which did not 
in practice occur.



3. ANTEROGRADE ALTERATION: Interventions 
that prevent the induction of synaptic weight 
changes during a learning experience should impair 
the animal’s memory of that experience (or prevent 
the learning).

4. RETROGRADE ALTERATION: Interventions that 
alter the spatial distribution of synaptic weight 
changes induced by a prior learning experience 
(see detectability) should alter the animals memory 
of that experience (or alter the learning). Similarly: 
Stimulation of a set of learned neuron should elicit a 
memory.



Proof the SPM Hypothesis

Detectability: If an animal displays memory of some previous experience, a change in 
synaptic efficacy should be detectable somewhere in its nervous system.

Mimicry: Conversely, if it were possible to induce the same spatial pattern of synaptic weight 
changes artificially, the animal should display 'apparent' memory for some past experience 
which did not in practice occur.

Anterograde Alteration: Interventions that prevent the induction of synaptic weight changes 
during a learning experience should impair the animal's memory of that experience.

Retrograde Alteration: Interventions that alter the spatial distribution of synaptic weights 
induced by a prior learning experience (see detectability) should alter the animal's memory 
of that experience.

Martin et al., 2000; Martin and Morris, 2002



Detectability Example from Rioult-Pedotti - 1998

Rats were trained for three or five days in a skilled reaching task 
with one forelimb, after which slices of motor cortex were 
examined to determine the effect of training on the strength of 
horizontal intracortical connections in layer II/III. 

rat

paw

food

Learn to reach for food



Detectability Example from Rioult-Pedotti - 1998

The amplitude of field potentials in the forelimb region contralateral to 
the trained limb was significantly increased relative to the opposite 
‘untrained’ hemisphere.



Detectability
e.g. Reaching Task

Rioult-Pedotti, et al., 1998
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Proof the SPM Hypothesis

Detectability: If an animal displays memory of some previous experience, a change in 
synaptic efficacy should be detectable somewhere in its nervous system.

Mimicry: Conversely, if it were possible to induce the same spatial pattern of synaptic weight 
changes artificially, the animal should display 'apparent' memory for some past experience 
which did not in practice occur.

Anterograde Alteration: Interventions that prevent the induction of synaptic weight changes 
during a learning experience should impair the animal's memory of that experience.

Retrograde Alteration: Interventions that alter the spatial distribution of synaptic weights 
induced by a prior learning experience (see detectability) should alter the animal's memory 
of that experience.

Martin et al., 2000; Martin and Morris, 2002



Mimicry of memory

Context

Non-activated
case

“A”-Activated
case

The memory of context “A” is first marked in a chemically genetic manner (pink neurons). This
memory is then activated by using a drug (Garner et al., 2012) or by optogenetic stimulation (Liu et
al., 2012) while the animal is in a different place - context “B” (blue neurons) - and subject to fear
conditioning. Later memory retrieval is only successful if the animal remembers both contexts “A” +
“B” (pink and blue neurons). If the drug or stimulation is not been present during retrieval, the pattern
of neuronal firing is different and does not induce the related fear behavior.

“A” pattern “A”+”B” pattern w fear “A”+”B” pattern

“B” pattern w.o. fear “B” pattern only

Figure adapted from Morris and Takeuchi, 2012



Proof the SPM Hypothesis

Detectability: If an animal displays memory of some previous experience, a change in 
synaptic efficacy should be detectable somewhere in its nervous system.

Mimicry: Conversely, if it were possible to induce the same spatial pattern of synaptic weight 
changes artificially, the animal should display 'apparent' memory for some past experience 
which did not in practice occur.

Anterograde Alteration: Interventions that prevent the induction of synaptic weight changes 
during a learning experience should impair the animal's memory of that experience.

Retrograde Alteration: Interventions that alter the spatial distribution of synaptic weights 
induced by a prior learning experience (see detectability) should alter the animal's memory 
of that experience.

Martin et al., 2000; Martin and Morris, 2002



Anterograde Alteration
e.g. Morris Water Maze

rat

platform

Morris et al., 1986
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Anterograde Alteration
e.g. Morris Water Maze

rat

platform

Morris et al., 1986

Learn the position of the platform



Morris water maze task






Anterograde Alteration
e.g. Morris Water Maze

rat

platform
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Proof the SPM Hypothesis

Detectability: If an animal displays memory of some previous experience, a change in 
synaptic efficacy should be detectable somewhere in its nervous system.

Mimicry: Conversely, if it were possible to induce the same spatial pattern of synaptic weight 
changes artificially, the animal should display 'apparent' memory for some past experience 
which did not in practice occur.

Anterograde Alteration: Interventions that prevent the induction of synaptic weight changes 
during a learning experience should impair the animal's memory of that experience.

Retrograde Alteration: Interventions that alter the spatial distribution of synaptic weights 
induced by a prior learning experience (see detectability) should alter the animal's memory 
of that experience.

Martin et al., 2000; Martin and Morris, 2002



Retrograde Alteration
e.g. Place Avoidance

drug
induction

LTP
induction

Pastalkova et al., 2006

drug



Proof the SPM Hypothesis

Detectability: If an animal displays memory of some previous experience, a change in 
synaptic efficacy should be detectable somewhere in its nervous system.

Mimicry: Conversely, if it were possible to induce the same spatial pattern of synaptic weight 
changes artificially, the animal should display 'apparent' memory for some past experience 
which did not in practice occur.

Anterograde Alteration: Interventions that prevent the induction of synaptic weight changes 
during a learning experience should impair the animal's memory of that experience.

Retrograde Alteration: Interventions that alter the spatial distribution of synaptic weights 
induced by a prior learning experience (see detectability) should alter the animal's memory 
of that experience.

Martin et al., 2000; Martin and Morris, 2002

only evidences!!!
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